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At a glance: 


 Inductive sensors with minimum off-state current 


 Compatibel with all I/O cards of PLC and DCS controllers 


 1:1 replacement of mechanical and Reed switches possible 


 Non-contact and therefore long-term wear-free operation 


 


 


Inductive 2-wire DC sensors with minimum off-state current 


 


Inductive sensors work without physical contact and are therefore 


wear-free and more popular than ever. Nevertheless, in many 


applications limit switches with mechanical contacts are still in use. 


Wear of the mechanical contacts lead to regular replacement, 


especially for use in harsh environments. Technologies that combine 


the advantages of inductive sensors with the advantages of a 


mechanical switch will provide the best answer. Latest developments 


of inductive sensors include devices with a so-called "low-power 


electronics". They can be connected to input cards of process 


controllers, which were formerly suitable only for mechanical 


switches.  


One reason why users have not yet changed their plants to inductive solutions may be 


related to the issue of "Zero off-state current ". Many process control systems are equipped 


with I/O cards, which are designed only for use with mechanical contacts. 


These cards require a current of 0mA during open contact. But even in switching status 


"open" the inductive sensor needs a low residual current to supply the electronics, which is 


typical at about 0.7 mA. For this reason it has not been possible to replace existing solutions 


with mechanical switches against modern inductive systems. 
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Patented low-power electronics breaks through "Zero off-state current“  


The latest developments for inductive sensors, which are used in process automation, 


radically change this situation. The corresponding electronic sensors are now available in a 


special low-power variant. Here the residual current is so low that the operation also 


with “old” I/O-cards is possible without any restrictions. Here the residual current must not be 


exactly 0mA, but below 0.2 mA, so that the input stage of the process control system does 


not switch on. 


Therefore nothing speaks against a direct replacement of mechanical contacts by inductive 


maintenance-free solutions. Classic advantages of mechanical switches, such as the ability 


to switch high AC/DC currents, disappear step by step thanks to modern process controllers 


with 24VDC technology. 


To let users benefit from the low-power innovation without changing their switch boxes, the 


sensor manufacturer Pepperl+Fuchs transfers the patented technology of the low-power 


oscillator step-by-step to various other inductive sensor designs, like e.g. the small V3-


sensor. Its dimensions are identical to those of a mechanical Microswitch housing, so that 


the modernization of old systems is simply possible 
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Picture 1: V3 sensor with inductive 2-wire “low-power” electronics 


 


 


Picture 2: New F25 with 2-wire “low power” electronics 
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Inductive 2-wire DC sensors with minimum off-state current



Inductive sensors work without physical contact and are therefore wear-free and more popular than ever. Nevertheless, in many applications limit switches with mechanical contacts are still in use. Wear of the mechanical contacts lead to regular replacement, especially for use in harsh environments. Technologies that combine the advantages of inductive sensors with the advantages of a mechanical switch will provide the best answer. Latest developments of inductive sensors include devices with a so-called "low-power electronics". They can be connected to input cards of process controllers, which were formerly suitable only for mechanical switches.	

One reason why users have not yet changed their plants to inductive solutions may be related to the issue of "Zero off-state current ". Many process control systems are equipped with I/O cards, which are designed only for use with mechanical contacts.

These cards require a current of 0mA during open contact. But even in switching status "open" the inductive sensor needs a low residual current to supply the electronics, which is typical at about 0.7 mA. For this reason it has not been possible to replace existing solutions with mechanical switches against modern inductive systems.

Patented low-power electronics breaks through "Zero off-state current“ 

The latest developments for inductive sensors, which are used in process automation, radically change this situation. The corresponding electronic sensors are now available in a special low-power variant. Here the residual current is so low that the operation also with “old” I/O-cards is possible without any restrictions. Here the residual current must not be exactly 0mA, but below 0.2 mA, so that the input stage of the process control system does not switch on.

Therefore nothing speaks against a direct replacement of mechanical contacts by inductive maintenance-free solutions. Classic advantages of mechanical switches, such as the ability to switch high AC/DC currents, disappear step by step thanks to modern process controllers with 24VDC technology.

To let users benefit from the low-power innovation without changing their switch boxes, the sensor manufacturer Pepperl+Fuchs transfers the patented technology of the low-power oscillator step-by-step to various other inductive sensor designs, like e.g. the small V3-sensor. Its dimensions are identical to those of a mechanical Microswitch housing, so that the modernization of old systems is simply possible
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Picture 1: V3 sensor with inductive 2-wire “low-power” electronics





Picture 2: New F25 with 2-wire “low power” electronics
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